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Positive BAU balance sheet: Basys confirms expectations as an innovator.

After BAU 2023, which took place in Munich in April after a four-year break, Basys – Bartels
Systembeschläge from Kalletal once again drew a positive conclusion. Where the building hardware
manufacturer has traditionally presented itself in the midst of its customers for 20 years, the company
was able to substantiate its claim to innovation leadership again this year.

The focus of the trade fair presentation was concealed hinge technology for flush doors. With the „Pivota DXS
Close 2.0“, Basys presented the revised and patented version of a concealed door hinge with integrated door
closer at BAU 2023, with which doors close gently and automatically. Basys presented the „Pivota DX 110 3-D“,
a new solution for claddings of up to 10 mm on both the frame and the leaf side. With the „Pivota DXS 80 3-D
ZA Steel“, frame claddings for flush doors up to 120 kg can also be realized to support so called frameless
designed doors.

In the accessories sector, Basys opened up a new product category with an opening angle limiter. In contrast to
other similar products, this innovation does not restrict the height adjustment of the door; the counter part in the
frame is also height-adjustable and moves with the adjustment.

Overall, almost five percent more visitors than in 2019 viewed the innovations on the BaSys stand. The
exhibitor recorded an increase from 60 to 70 percent among the German guests. „The mood was good
throughout and many visitors could tell that they were really ‚up for the fair‘ again,“ report Albert and Jürgen
Bartels. The two managing owners of Basys see the growing interest and the many positive reactions to the
products as confirmation of their claim to innovation leadership. „We didn’t see many really new things at BAU,“
wrote BaSys trade visitor Laurent Asimi from Immer AG, for example, adding: „Except – as so often in the past
– at the Bartels stand.“

Caption 1: BaSys recorded almost five percent more visitors than in 2019 at its
slightly redesigned stand at BAU in April 2023. Photo: BaSys

Caption 2a+b: The focus of BaSys' trade fair presentation was concealed hinge
technology for the realisation of flush-wall doors and frameless designed doors.
Photo: BaSys
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Caption 3: With the "Pivota DXS Close 2.0", Basys presented the revised and
patented version of a concealed door hinge with integrated door closer at BAU
2023, with which doors close gently and automatically. Photo: BaSys
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Caption 4: Basys presented a new solution to overcome claddings of up to 10
mm on both the frame and the leaf side with the "Pivota DX 110 3-D". Photo:
BaSys

Caption 5: New product from Basys: The "Pivota DXS 80 3-D ZA Steel" can be
used to create frame claddings for doors flush with frames weighing up to 120
kg. Photo: BaSys

BaSys

BaSys stands for Bartels Systembeschläge. The family-owned company run by Albert and Jürgen
Bartels has been developing, producing and selling an all-embracing range of building hardware
since 1995. With its hinge and striking-plate systems, BaSys regards itself as a problem solver for
door and frame manufacturers throughout Europe as well as for national and international
customers from retail and the trades. In 2001, the company was the first German manufacturer to
present a concealed and three-dimensionally adjustable hinge with the "Pivota" product range,
initiating a new design trend in the door industry. At company headquarters in Kalletal, East
Westphalia, BaSys employs around 100 members of staff.


